A. LEARNING by REFLECTING in the EXPERIENCES of the PAST

B. LEARNING from the FUTURE as IT EMERGES (PRESENCING)
"INTENTION IS NOT the MOST POWERFUL FORCE. IT IS the ONLY FORCE."

- BRIAN ARTHUR, SANTA FE INSTITUTE
ECOLOGICAL DIVIDE: SELF ≠ NATURE

SOCIAL DIVIDE: SELF ≠ OTHER

SPIRITUAL DIVIDE: SELF ≠ SELF

DOWNLOADING PAST PATTERNS

SUSPENDING

SEEING with FRESH EYES

REDIRECTING

SENSING from the FIELD

LETTING GO

PRESENSING CONNECTING to SOURCE

PERFORMING by OPERATING from the WHOLE

EMBODYING

PROTOTYPING the NEW by LINKING HEAD, HEART, HAND

ENACTING

CRYSTALLIZING VISION and INTENTION

LETTING COME
“The SUCCESS of an INTERVENTION DEPENDS on the INTERIOR CONDITION of the INTERVENOR.”

- WILLIAM O’BRIEN, FORMER CEO of the HANOVER INSURANCE COMPANY